Realize Modern Data Protection

DELL EMC INTEGRATED DATA PROTECTION APPLIANCE

DATA PROTECTION CHALLENGES TODAY

- DATA GROWTH & DEMOCRATIZATION
- FASTER TIME TO VALUE AND LOWER COSTS
- PROTECT DIVERSE APP ECOSYSTEM AT THE SOURCE
- PROTECT BROADER SPECTRUM OF APPLICATIONS
- PRIVATE vs. PUBLIC vs. HYBRID
- EXTEND DATA PROTECTION TO THE CLOUD

DATA PROTECTION CONVERGED

- MEET STRINGENT PERFORMANCE AND COMPLIANCE GOALS AND SLAs
- CONVERGED DATA PROTECTION NO MATTER WHERE DATA RESIDES

INTEGRATED DATA PROTECTION APPLIANCE (IDPA)

- POWERFUL DATA PROTECTION IN A CONVERGED APPLIANCE THAT IS EASY TO DEPLOY AND MANAGE — AT THE LOWEST COST-TO-PROTECT.
- THE INTEGRATED APPLIANCE BRINGS TOGETHER PROTECTION STORAGE AND SOFTWARE, SEARCH, AND ANALYTICS — PLUS SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND CLOUD READINESS. AND, THE IDPA SYSTEM MANAGER, WITH ITS CLEAN, INTUITIVE INTERFACE, PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF DATA PROTECTION INFRASTRUCTURE FROM A SINGLE DASHBOARD.

10X FASTER DEPLOYMENT* THAN TRADITIONAL PROTECTION

55:1 AVERAGE DEDUPLICATION* INDUSTRY-LEADING

<1¢ AVG. COST PER GB** LOWEST COST TO PROTECT

FOR ALL DATA PROTECTION ENVIRONMENTS

- ON-PREMISES
- IN THE CLOUD

IDPA DELIVERS WHAT BUSINESSES NEED

- CONVERGED AND COMPREHENSIVE PHYSICAL HIGH-VALUE AND LOW TCO FAST AND MODERN

- 3 YEAR SATISFACTION GUARANTEE WITH FUTURE-PROOF LOYALTY PROGRAM

THE IDPA PORTFOLIO

- LARGE ENTERPRISE DP8800
- LARGE ENTERPRISE DP8300
- MID-SIZE ENTERPRISE DP5800
- MID-SIZE ENTERPRISE DP5300
- MID-SIZE & ROBO DP4400

Visit DellEMC.com/IDPA or contact a Dell EMC rep today at 1-866-438-3622
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Intel Inside®

Powerful Data Center Outside.

*Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of customer and publicly available data as of May 2018.

**Dell EMC internal analysis using publicly available competitive pricing from Rubrik and Cohesity, May 2018. Lowest cost-to-protect is based on $ per logical GB. Actual cost will vary.